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Why Bloggers and Social 
Media Matters to 

Authors, Librarians and 
Readers



What is a Blogger?

A blogger is someone who publicly shares their thoughts on 
any imaginable topic via the internet. 

There are currently just under 32 million bloggers and a 
staggering 500 million blogs on the internet. 

Blogs can cover a broad amount of information like travel, or 
have a more narrow scope, e.g. Discount Travel or Traveling 
With Children. 



What Makes a Good Blog?

Ultimately, a blog will succeed or fail based three basic 
components of its content. 

TRUST in the site’s content is the number one reason 
readers continue to visit a blog and refer it to others. 

RELEVANT content is important. For example, as a book 
blogger, I should never post a review that compares airline 
food. 

CONSISTENCY of content is vital. Readers want steady and 
dependable content to arrive as promised.  



Why Blogs Matter

Publicity and marketing services are not guaranteed from most 
publishing houses any longer. 

A significant amount of authors pay out of pocket for any or all 
marketing. This often includes their book tours.

Good news: Bloggers offer free and easy promotion. 

Publishing houses have created teams to work solely with bloggers 
for marketing exposure. These are called Blog Tours. 



Why Blogs Matter #2

Writers will often utilize bloggers they trust to be a beta reader for 
his or her WIP (Work in Progress).
Authors that create relationships with bloggers will often partner 
for interviews, giveaway opportunities and speaking engagements.

Authors with book signings in the blogger’s city can always count on 
them to both promote his or her event and will get at least one 
attendee. Many times it’s a blogger that will facilitate the discussion.
Bloggers can likely get an author’s previous work, WIP and/or an 
upcoming release a substantial amount of visibility through all social 
media outlets. 

.



Why Blogs Matter #3

Bloggers keep readers abreast of all the powerful reading 
suggestions from Reese’s Book Club at Hello Sunshine, Jenna’s 
Book Club on the Today show and the Oprah magazine. 

Because bloggers read advanced copies, they can sometimes spot 
typos, incorrect name placement and occasionally find big issues. 

Read/Rated
By 44K 

Read/Rated
by 126K



Author & Blogger Events

f

Interviewed 
Bianca Marais

Book Cellar. Chicago

Moderated a  panel
discussion with authors

Fashion & Fiction 
Bloomindales, Miami

Interviewed Renee 
Rosen for a  

book signing at BN 
concept store

Vernon Hills, IL

Moderated discussion
Camille Pagán & Lisa Barr

at the new suburban
Barbara’s Bookstore

Hawthorn Mall

Led panel discussion
Amy Poeppel &      

Allison Winn Scotch
Fashion & Fiction

Bloomies, Santa Monica

Interviewed Rochelle Weinstein
Congregation BJBE, Deerfield, IL



Why Blogs Matter #4

Librarians and bloggers have the opportunity to collaborate for fun and 
inventive programming. This used to be for local events but with social  
distancing, Zoom has opened many doors. 

I’ve led a Book Club Bash for my library for the past seven years that 
caps at a hundred participants with a waiting list. Over the years, I’ve 
included trivia, book speed-dating and blind date with a book. 

Some libraries have Blogger Recommended shelves if the blogger is well 
known. 

Bloggers who use their local library can often coax readers into using
his or her own library by posting their events and more importantly, the     
books they’ve borrowed. 



Blogger and Library
Events



Why Social Media Matters

96% of bloggers promote their blog posts via social media. 

77% of internet users use blogs.
Internet users in the U.S. spend 3x more time on Blogs than on 
emails. 

With that many eyes on social media, it’s crucial to be present in 
building a brand, product or persona. 



Why Social Media Matters #2

With the myriad of social media outlets it’s trial and error to learn 
which medium will produce the most return. 

Most popular right now are TikTok, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat 
Pinterest and Facebook.  
For me, Facebook has the most followers and interaction because 
my audience is geared to ages 30 to 75. The younger set are done 
with Facebook. 

Posting on Instagram is how an “Influencer” can become famous. 



Why Social Media Matters #3

The Truth about Goodreads 

Not always, but most often, the first 50ish reviews are from the 
author’s friends, family, bloggers or other authors that have received 
an advanced copy.
If an author or an author’s friend does not have a positive review, trust 
me, it will not be posted publicly. 
Bloggers will sometimes post a negative pre-pub, but not often. 
You’ll find the most accurate aggregate rating a few weeks after the 
book is physically released to the public.



Why Social Media Matters #4

The Truth about Amazon
50 is the magic number on Amazon. If an author gets 50 or more 
verified reviews, the algorithms change and the book gets more plug. 
For example, the book will regularly pop up as “suggested reading”,  
recommended on kindle or offered at a discount. 
A reader can review as many books as he or she wants, as long as they 
are verified purchases from Amazon. 

Amazon also has very specific genres which give authors the ability to 
be a best-seller, if only for a week. Elin Hildebrand’s book 28 Summers 
just landed and was #1 for Women’s Divorce Fiction, Mothers & 
Children Fiction and Women’s Domestic Life Fiction. 



Why Social Media Matters 
Instagram

Release day posts
Special Promos@ and #



Why Social Media Matters 
FacebookGiveaways

Tell Me What You’re Reading 
Tuesday

5K+ reach /1K engagements  

3K reach/550 engagements 

Make Me Laugh Monday

2.6K reach/300 engagements



Why Social Media Matters 
Library Book Promotion

Book Challenge 

Book Bingo Highest viewed and liked photo 
on all my platforms. 



Final Thoughts

Collaborations between bloggers, publishers, authors and librarians are 
a wonderful way to get mutual promotion. 

Using tags (@) and hashtags (#) can be instrumental to the visibility of 
your post. 

Negative reviews are fine if they show constructive criticism. Never 
ever tag an author or publisher in a poor review. 

Don’t buy books solely based on blurbs from other authors. Check out a 
blogger’s site you like or visit Goodreads. 

Bloggers are always looking to support authors, libraries and indie 
bookstores via their webpage or social media.   



Social Media &
Its Influence: 
An Author’s 
Experience



Liza Wiemer, 
author, blogger, reviewer

Websites: lizawiemer.com & 
WhoRuBlog.com



Meeting People



• 31% of authors surveyed spend 1-2 hours on 
social media each day.

• 40% spend 3+ hours

How Writers/Authors Use Social Media: 
Connections. Surveys. Research questions. Reviews. Blog posts. Interviews. Podcasts. YouTube videos. 

Links to other platforms. Discuss/learn about agents, publishers. Form support groups to 
discuss/promote each other’s work. Commiserate. Query tips. Pitch book ideas. (#PitMad, #DivPit, 
#amwriting) Writing sprints. Diversity. (#ownvoices, #wndb #bipoc) Announce deals. Cover reveals. 

Sample chapters. Author notes. Book aesthetics. Book trailers. Giveaways. Pre-order links/swag.



Oswego, New York







Ableist Language: 
*crazy*lame*stupid*deaf*insane*psycho*idiot…

http://web.augsburg.edu/english/writinglab/Avoiding_Ableist_Language.pdf



Ableist Language:
“We stand with you.”



Revised Cover



The Impact of Goodreads



The Impact of Goodreads



Jewish Kidlit
Mavens gave me 

the encouragement 
I needed to 

modernize a Jewish 
picture book I had 

completed in 1999. 

Facebook



Twitter



Twitter



Instagram


